Optimal particle size of radiocolloid for sentinel node identification in breast cancer-electron microscopic study and clinical comparison.
Sentinel node (SN) biopsy using a radiotracer is easy to learn, reproducible, and performed by the majority of breast cancer surgeons. However, this technique raises the question: what is the optimal particle size of colloid? Patients were injected with conventional tin colloid (median particle diameter: 700 nm) and the predominant particle size of radiocolloid retained in the SN was measured using electron microscopy. This showed a narrow distribution of colloidal size (100-150 nm). Patients were then injected with modified tin colloid having a median particle size of 100 nm. A clinical comparison was performed between conventional particle size or reduced particle size tin colloid and the SN biopsy success rate, the number of SNs, and the colloidal uptake in SNs. A total of 118 patients were injected with the conventional tin colloid (group I) and 124 patients with the smaller particle colloid (group II). The identification rate and the number of SN in both groups were almost equal, and the patients with low-uptake SNs were not significantly less in group I(p = 0.55). However, in the subgroup of patients 60 years of age or more, group II had significantly more SNs than group I(1.4 vs 1.9; p = 0.03) and low-uptake SNs were significantly less common than in group I(p = 0.02). The improvement of colloidal uptake in SNs using the smaller particle size tin colloid was confirmed, and this impact was statistically significant in the older population.